The effect of diffusion on the trapping of membrane-bound receptors by localized coated pits.
Localized coated pits are considered in the primary steps of receptor-mediated endocytosis. According to the pit reinsertion mechanism, we have modified our previous kinetic model and studied the effect of diffusion on the trapping rate constant (k+). Using experimental data for low density lipoprotein (LDL) receptors on fibroblast cells, we found that the binding of receptors to coated pits is not totally diffusion controlled. For example, the process is less than 78% diffusion controlled if receptors are not allowed to escape the coated pits. However, due to the large uncertainties in the experimental parameters, a diffusion-controlled process cannot be ruled out. The greatest differences between localized and random reinsertion were found when the escaping rate constant (k-) is much greater than the rate constant for invagination of the pits (lambda 1). Under this condition, k+ for localized reinsertion is no less than 39% diffusion controlled, while k+ for random reinsertion shows no diffusion effect at all.